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1. Membranophones are communication instruments which are made from the __

     	      flutes

     	--->> skins of animals

     	      iron metals

     	      wood

2. __ Mode of Communication consists of the use ofcertain traditional institutions 
symbolically

     	      traditional

     	      symbolic

     	      crucial

     	--->> Institutional

3. Media is a plural of __

     	      median

     	      mediums

     	--->> medium

     	      mean

4. Critics of __communication see its communication process as beng tiresome and 
tedious in nature

     	      mass

     	--->> trado

     	      human

     	      group

5. As  glue,   social   __  is  maintained  by   communication
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     	--->> cohesion

     	      media

     	      disobedience

     	      critique

6. __Communication is a mode which is believed to take place between the living and 
the dead/the supernatural

     	      supernatural

     	--->> Extra-Mundane

     	      exotic

     	      occultic

7. __are instruments which produce sound as a result of thevibration of a column of air 
in them

     	--->> Aerophones

     	      membranophones

     	      columnist

     	      musicals

8. The primary function of the mass media system is to provide __ to several millions of 
people

     	      television

     	      criticism

     	--->> information

     	      money

9. The   mass   media   can   address   the   communication   needs   of  __ audience 
within a short period

     	--->> diverse

     	      structured

     	      group
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     	      narrow

10. Modern means of communication is faster and attends to a large number of people 
irrespective of distance almost __

     	      alphabetically

     	      scientifically

     	--->> simultaneously

     	      sureptitiously
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